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Abstract
Inscheduling, the two machine ﬂow shop problem
F 2|| Ci is to ﬁnd a schedule that minimizes the sum of
ﬁnishing times of an arbitrary number of jobs that need to
be executed on two machines, such that each job must complete processing on machine 1 before starting on machine
2. Finding such a schedule is N P-hard [6]. We propose
 a
heuristic for approximating the solution for the F 2|| Ci
problem using a genetic algorithm. We calibrate the algorithm using optimal results obtained by a branch-and-bound
technique. Genetic algorithms simulate the survival of the
ﬁttest among individuals over consecutive generations for
solving a problem. Prior work has shown that genetic algorithms generally do not perform well for shop problems
[21]. However, the fact that in the case of two machines the
search space can be restricted to permutations makes the
construction of effective genetic operators more feasible.

1

gorithms are a class of adaptive heuristic search techniques
which exploit gathered information to direct the search into
regions of better performance within the search space. In
terms of time complexity, compared with other optimization techniques such as integer linear programming, branch
and bound, tabu search, they may offer a good approximation for the same big-O time when the state-space is large.
(See also [8, 9, 16].)
Flow shop problems are a distinct class of shop scheduling problems [4, 5, 10, 13, 14], where n jobs (i = 1, . . . , n)
have to be performed on m machines (j = 1, . . . , m) as
follows. A job consists of m operations, the j th operation
of each job must be processed on machine j and has processing time pij . A job can start only on machine j if its
operation is completed on machine (j − 1) and if machine
j is free. The completion time of job i, Ci , is the time when
its last operation has completed. This problem is denoted
 in
the literature in α|β|γ-notation (see e.g. [4]) as F m|| Ci .
Consider an example of ﬂow shop with three machines
with the following data (Table 1).

Introduction

John Holland [11] at University of Michigan conceived
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pi1

pi2
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1

1

1

Table 1. Three Machine Flow Shop
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show two feasible schedules for the
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Figure 1. Flow Shop for 3 Machines, Case(i)
example. Note that in both schedules the order of the jobs
differs
Cmax = 9
across machines. For the case (i), we have
= 18. In case (ii), Cmax = 8 and
Ci = 21.
and
Ci
Note that Ci is better than Cmax in case (i) whereas it is
the opposite in case (ii). The example suggests that things
very much depend on the objective function.
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Figure 2. Flow Shop for 3 Machines, Case(ii)
The work here focuses on the case m = 2 where 
the objective is to minimize the sum of completion time ( Ci ),
or equivalently the average completion
 time; thus we consider the ﬂow shop problem F 2|| Ci with n jobs. Flow
shop problems are well studied; section 6.6 of [4] give a
comprehensive overview of results. Non withstanding this,
there is still wide interest in the problem, even when m =
2. For example, very recently, Oulamara [18] considered
makespan minimization for no-wait ow shop problems on
two batching machines. (For Batching machines the completion time of a job is the completion time of the batch the
job is part of.) Independently, Liaw [15] developed heuristic
for minimizing the makespan for two-machine no-wait job
shop problems. In this setting operations must be performed
without any interruption on machines and without any waiting in between machines. We also mention that Allaoui
et al. [1] studied the problem of scheduling n immediately
available jobs in a ﬂow shop composed of two machines
in series with the objective of minimizing the makespan.
Blazewics et al. [3] have studied the variant of the problem
where a total weighted late work criterion and a common
due date (F 2|di = d|Yw ) is given.
Genetic algorithms for shop problems were extensively
studied by Wall [21] in the context of adaptive approaches to
resource-constrained scheduling. However the approach did
not work well for general problems; Wall reports: “Performance on
the job shop problems was less encouraging.” For
the F 2|| Ci problem, however, Theorem 3.6 of Brucker

[4] shows that there is an optimal solution where both machines have the same scheduling order for the jobs. Thus an
optimal schedule may be represented by a job permutation
and a permutation fully describes the solution. Computing
the order is N P–hard (Garey et al. [6]). Still, the fact that
in the case of two machines the search space is restricted
to permutations makes the construction of effective genetic
operators more feasible.
We note that in contrast, the problem F 2||Cmax is to ﬁnd
a schedule, which minimizes the Cmax = max{Ci , i =
1, . . . , n} (the so called makespan). For arbitrary processing times, this problem is the only ﬂow shop problem that
is polynomially solvable. The optimal solution is given by
Johnson’s algorithm (Johnson [12]).
Contributions. We ﬁrst show that the schedule produced by Johnson’s algorithm, which was designed for
makespan minimization,
can be arbitrarily bad for average

.
We
construct
a genetic algorithm for the
completion
C
i

F 2|| Ci problem and we benchmark the algorithm using
various sets of jobs, with the optimal schedules obtained by
using a branch-and-bound technique. Implementations are
written under a Linux Fedora environment, and run under
GNU g++ compiler in conjunction with GAlib.
The chromosome structure used in our genetic algorithm
is the same as in the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)
[17] i.e. an array of unique integers. Another crossover that
can be used is the PMX of Goldberg and Lingle [7].
Outline. In Section 2 we discuss Johnson’s algorithm
and show that it 
can produce solutions arbitrarily far from
optimal for F 2|| Ci problem. In Section 3 we brieﬂy review the concept of genetic algorithms
 and describe a genetic algorithm used for solving F 2|| Ci . The implementation of the algorithm utilizes GAlib, the object-oriented
library of Matthew Wall [20] developed at MIT. Comparative results for solutions offered by Johnson’s algorithm,
branch-and-bound (optimal), and our genetic algorithm are
presented in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.

2

Using Johnson’s Algorithm

Johnson’s algorithm gives an optimal solution to the
F 2||Cmax problem and all the jobs are scheduled on the
same order for both machines. It creates two partial schedules, L and R. The ﬁnal schedule T (the same for the both
machine) is obtained by concatenating L and R (see Algorithm 1).
From the set X of all jobs that are not scheduled yet, at
time t consider the job i that has the smallest processing
time for either machine: the smallest value of pi1 or pi2
where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If job i has smallest pi1 value then
job i is removed from X and added to the tail of L i.e, L ◦ i
and if otherwise job i is added to the front of R i.e, i ◦ R.
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Algorithm 1 Johnson’s Algorithm
1. X := {1, . . . , n}; L := ∅; R := ∅;
2. while X = ∅ do
BEGIN
3. Find job i that has smallest pi1 or pi2 .

Job i

pi1

pi2

1





2
..
.





n

/2

k

Table 2. Example of A 2-machine Flow Shop
Problem

4. if pi1 is the smallest then L := L ◦ i else R := i ◦ R;
5. X := X \ {i}
END

For the data given
 in Table 2, it is obvious that the opschedule the large job last,
timal schedule for
Ci would
after jobs 1, . . . , (n − 1). Thus Ci is equal to

6. T := L ◦ R



This is done until X becomes empty (all the jobs have been
scheduled in T and R).
Initially let X = {1, . . . , i, . . . , n} be the set of all jobs.
The example in Figure 3(a) shows how Johnson’s algorithm works for a set of 5 jobs, where i represents the job
number and j represents the machine. The optimal schedule
is presented in Figure 3(b).

Ci

=

Johnson’s algorithm schedules
the large job ﬁrst, followed
by jobs 1, . . . , (n − 1). Thus Ci is equal to
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If n is arbitrarily large, then Johnson’s algorithm gives
an arbitrarily bad solution.
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(b) Optimal schedule T of the jobs
Figure 3. Johnson’s Algorithm for n = 5
To show that Johnson’salgorithm gives an arbitrarily
large solution for the F 2|| Ci problem, consider the following ﬂow shop that has n jobs (see Table 2). The value
 is considered very small and the value k very large. We
refer to the nth job as the ”large” job.

In a genetic algorithm a ﬁxed size set of individuals
(called generation) is maintained within a search space,
each representing a possible solution to the given problem.
The individuals in the generation go through a process of
evolution. A ﬁtness score is assigned to each solution representing the abilities of an individual to “compete”. The
individual with the optimal (or near optimal) ﬁtness score is
sought. The individuals with lower values are removed and
newer ones, added by the “breeding” process – by combining information from the parents’ components – are added.
After an initial population is randomly generated, the algorithm evolves through three operators: selection represents the paradigm of survival of the ﬁttest, crossover mimics mating between individuals, and mutation introduces
random modiﬁcations.
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To maintain diversity within the population and inhibit
premature convergence, some characteristics of the ”offsprings” are randomly modiﬁed. Mutation alone induces
a random walk through the search space. A new generation
is created once all combinations in the old population have
been exhausted. Eventually, once the current population is
not producing offsprings noticeably different from those in
previous generation(s), the algorithm itself is said to have
converged to a set of solutions to the problem at hand.
A genetic algorithm has the following structure:
1. Randomly initialize population (at time t).
2. Determine ﬁtness of population (at time t).
3. Repeat the following until the best individual is found:
(a) Select parents from population (at time t).
(b) Perform crossover on parents creating population
(at time t + 1).
(c) Perform mutation of population (at time t + 1).
(d) Determine ﬁtness of population (at time t + 1).
In the case of the 2-machine ﬂow shop problem, an individual is represented
 by a permutation. The ﬁtness of a permutation is the
Ci -value of the corresponding schedule.
We have to deﬁne mutation and crossover. A mutation simply swaps two arbitrary elements of the permutation. For
the crossover it is important to devise a mechanism that retains some features of the original two individuals in such a
meaningful way that results in two new permutations. In the
ordered crossover ﬁrst used by Prins (see [19]), one takes a
random subsequence of the ﬁrst parent’s permutation and
insert it directly into the child. As described in Figure 4, the
child is then completed by taking material from the second
parent’s permutation, where elements are inserted into the
child in the order they occur in that parent, starting after the
second cut location, and ignoring elements already inserted
from the ﬁrst parent.
Parent 1

184 
637 |25

random slice 637

Parent 2

352718|64

add underlined

Child

218637|45

child is a valid permutation

Figure 4. Example of Ordered Crossover
We have implemented a genetic algorithm for the 2machine ﬂow shop problem using Matthew Wall’s GAlib
[20]. GAlib is a C++ library developed at MIT, designed to
assist in the development of genetic algorithm applications.
Our programs are written under a Linux Fedora environment, and run under GNU g++ compiler in conjunction with
GAlib. When programming using GAlib, one works primarily with two classes: a genome class and a genetic algorithm

class. A genome instance represents a single individual in
the population of solutions. The genetic algorithm deﬁnes
how the solution will be evolved. In addition to deﬁning
these two classes, an objective function is needed. The three
necessary steps to develop an application using GAlib are:
• deﬁne a representation
• deﬁne the genetic operators: initialize, mutate, and
crossover
• deﬁne the objective function
In our case everything, except for the evaluation algorithm deﬁning the objective function, was available readily
in GAlib.
Genetic algorithms generally do not provide lower
bounds. Branch-and-bound can be used as method to solve
combinatorial optimization problems, by intelligently enumerating all feasible solutions.
Assume that there are subproblems of P which are deﬁned by a subsets S  of the set S of feasible solution of P.
Three things are needed for a branch-and-bound algorithm.
1. Branching: S is replaced by smaller problems Si (i =
1, . . . , r) such that ∪ri=1 Si = S.
2. Lower Bounding: An algorithm is available for calculating a lower bound for the objective values of all
feasible solutions of a subproblem.
3. Upper Bounding: We calculate an upper bound
upperBound of the objective value of P . The objective value of any feasible solution will provide such an
upper bound. If the lower bound of a subproblem is
greater than or equal to upperBound, then this subproblem cannot yield a better solution.

In the case of the F 2|| Ci problem, we use the branchand-bound algorithm presented in Brucker [4]. A natural
way to branch is to choose the ﬁrst job to be scheduled at the
ﬁrst level of branching tree, the second job at the next level,
and so on. Thus the basic idea of this algorithm is to consider subproblems, where r jobs have been scheduled. Algorithm Branch-and-Bound summarizes these basic ideas.
As an example, consider Figure 5. Here, the number of
jobs is 4. For example the node (23) represents the fact that
jobs 2 and 3 are ﬁxed in this order and jobs 1 and 4 could
still be in any order after jobs 2, 3. In general, suppose we
are at node at which the jobs in the set M ⊆ {1, · · · , n}
have been scheduled, where |M | = r. The cost of this
schedule, which we wish to bound, is


Ci +
Ci
S=
i∈M

i∈M

For the second sum, Brucker [4] derives two possible lower
bounds based on assumptions:
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Algorithm 2 The Branch-and-Bound Algorithm
1. lowerBound, upperBound = f easiblesolution GENERATE NODES(a, i)
2. IF i = n THEN currentSolution = calsch(n, a) END IF
3. IF currentSolution < upperBound THEN UPDATE
upperBound
ELSE
(a) CALCULATE lowerBound
(b) IF lowerBound ≥ upperBound THEN CUT
ELSE
i. FOR i + 1 TO n DO
BEGIN
ii. SWAP
iii. CALL GENERATE NODES(a, i + 1) END FOR
END IF

an initial feasible solution which is the sum of completion
time all the processes in the ascending order.
2. When implementing a genetic algorithm, the mutation probability is 0.01 and the crossover probability is 0.85.
These parameters were found after extensive experimentation. Lower crossover probabilities slowed convergence and
other mutation probabilities did not work well. The choice
of these parameters was also guided by our earlier work on
traveling salesman problems [2].
The following results are obtained by applying Johnson’s
algorithm, branch-and-bound algorithm and a genetic algorithm to randomly chosen pi1 and pi2 values. When more
runs are executed for a GA, the results are separated by commas.
Table 3 contains randomly selected pi1 and pi2 for up to
20 jobs.

END IF

1. Every job i ∈ M completes its processing without delay from machine 1.
2. Every job i ∈ M starts its processing on machine 2
without delay from machine 2.
0
cut 1
1

21

213

2134

3

2

214

2143

23

231

2314

cut 2

4

cut 3

24

234

2341

241

2413

243

2431

Figure 5. n = 4, Branch and Bound Tree after
Pruning

Job i

pi1

pi2

1

6

3

2

2

9

3

4

3

4

1

8

5

7

1

6

4

5

7

7

6

8

9

3

9

6

4

10

7

2

11

5

8

12

9

3

13

2

6

14

4

3

15

6

5

16

3

6

17

9

2

18

4

6

19

8

5

20

8

1

Table 3. Random pi1 and pi2 for n up to 20
We note that the branch-and-bound algorithm is exponential in its run time, and, unlike the genetic algorithm
cannot be used for larger values of n. But it is useful to
calibrate the genetic algorithm.

4

Simulations and Results

The following results are developed using Johnson’s algorithm (JA), branch-and-bound (BB), and a genetic algorithm (GA) for two machine ﬂow shop scheduling problem.
Two assumptions are made:
1. When implementing branch-and-bound, we calculate

For n = 5 and randomly selected pi1 and pi2 given in
Table 3, by running JA, BB,
 and GA algorithms the results
for the objective function Ci are presented in Table 4.
n=5

Ci

JA

BB

GA with gen=150, pop=50

97

83

83

Table 4.



Ci Results for n = 5

For n = 7 and randomly selected pi1 and pi2 given in
Table 3, by running JA, BB,
 and GA algorithms the results
for the objective function Ci are presented in Table 5.
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n=7

Ci

JA

BB

GA with gen=150, pop=50

Job i

pi1

182

150

150

1

10

1

2

9

2

3

8

3

4

7

4

5

6

5

6

5

6

7

4

7

8

3

8

9

2

9

10

1

10

Table 5.



Ci Results for n = 7

For n = 10 and randomly selected pi1 and pi2 given in
Table 3, by running JA, BB,
 and GA algorithms the results
for the objective function Ci are presented in Table 6.
n = 10

Ci

JA
331

Table 6.

BB

GA with gen=150, pop=50

292

297,292,294,295



Ci Results for n = 10

For the particular case when the total processing time
pi1 + pi2 = n + 1, the integer values for pi1 and pi2 vary
in the set {1, . . . , n}. For n = 10 and pi1 increasing as the
job index increases (thus pi2 decreases) (Table 7), by running JA, BB,
 and GA algorithms the results for the objective
function Ci are presented in Table 8.

Table 9. Decreasing pi1 and Increasing pi2
n = 10

Ci

JA

BB

GA with gen=200, pop=50

395

337

343,343,342,343

Table 10.

395

Table 8.

Ci Results for n = 10

Job i

pi1

pi2

1

1

10

2

2

9

3

3

8

pi1

pi2

1

1

10

4

4

7

2

2

9

5

5

6

3

3

8

6

5

6

4

4

7

7

4

7

5

5

6

8

3

8

6

6

5

9

2

9

7

7

4

10

1

10

8

8

3

9

9

2

10

10

1

Table 11. pi1 Increasing, then Decreasing
n = 10

Ci

JA

BB

GA with gen=200, pop=50

490

430

431,434,431,431

Table 12.
JA



Job i

Table 7. Increasing pi1 and Decreasing pi2

n = 10

Ci

pi2

BB

GA with gen=200, pop=50

337

340,343,339,337



Ci Results for n = 10

For n = 10 and pi1 decreasing as the job index increases
(thus pi2 increases) (Table 9), by running JA, BB,and GA
algorithms the results for the objective function
Ci are
presented in Table 10.
For n = 10 and pi1 increasing as the job index increases
and then decreasing after i > (n + 1)/2 (Table 11), by running JA, BB,
 and GA algorithms the results for the objective
function Ci are presented in Table 12.
For n = 15 and randomly selected pi1 and pi2 given in
Table 3, by running JA, BB,
 and GA algorithms the results
for the objective function Ci are presented in Table 13.

n = 15

Ci



Ci Results for n = 10

JA

BB

GA (gen=150, pop=50)

717

601

615

620

621

628

620

627

Table 13.



GA (gen=200, pop=50)

Ci Results for n = 15

For n = 20 and randomly selected pi1 and pi2 (Table 3)
by running JA, BB,
and GA algorithms the results for the
objective function Ci are presented in Table 14.
From our simulations we observe that the results obtained by genetic algorithms are close to the results obtained
by branch-and-bound, while the results of Johnson’s algorithm are always worse.
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n = 20

Ci

JA

BB

GA with gen=500, pop=50

1247

1054

1096, 1087, 1103

Table 14.



Ci Results for n = 20

Scalability. As noted before the branch-and-bound algorithm is exponential in its run time, and, unlike the genetic
algorithm cannot be used for larger values of n. Its purpose
is to calibrate the genetic algorithm. In our simulations we
have used relatively small values of n and thus the genetic
algorithm uses moderate populations sizes (less than 100)
and converges quickly (less than 500 generations). Thus
there is a reasonable expectation that the genetic algorithm
will scale up favorably.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a heuristic based on genetic
algorithms
to approximate the two machine ﬂow shop problem F 2|| Ci . To calibrate our genetic algorithm we show
that for smaller numbers of jobs (n) the results are comparable with the optimal schedule (obtained by using branchand-bound technique). In our simulations we obtain for
small values of n a difference of 2% between the results
obtained by our genetic algorithm and branch-and-bound algorithm.
Finally we show that the schedule produced by Johnson’s
algorithm
bad for weighted average com can be arbitrarily
pletion Ci for the F 2|| Ci problem.
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